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Proceedings of Conference
BPR&D and Department of Prisons and Correctional Services, Madhya Pradesh
jointly organized 2nd National Conference on “Uniformed Women in Prison
Administration” at CAPT Bhopal on 19th - 20th December 2019. The
Conference was attended by more than 170 delegates from different States,
Union Territories, Government of India, Non-Government Organizations,
academicians from Universities and students of law schools and criminology
departments.
2. Following six themes were selected for this Conference to enable the prison
officers and other participants to discuss the current status of Uniformed Women
in Prison Administration and to suggest the way forward:
a. Creating Gender Neutral Work Place-Gender Sensitization.
b. Professional Challenges for Uniformed Women Prison Officials at Work
Place.
c. Need for Balancing Work and Family Life For Uniformed Women Prison
Officials-Fulfilling Official, Social, Family and Personal Responsibilities.
d. Mainstreaming of Uniformed Women Prison Officials- Why And How of
Handling the Domain So Far Handled By Male Officials. Can Women
officials Handle Male Prisoners and Other Related Issues?
e. Happiness and Well-Being, Stress Management, Health and Emotional
Resilience.
f. Success Story
3. The conference was inaugurated by Chief Guest, Shri Nityanand Rai,
Minister of State for Home, Govt. of India, Special Guests of the session Dr.
Meeran C. Borwankar IPS (Retd.), Former DG, BPR&D and Ms. Sutapa
Sanyal, IPS (Retd.), DG, Uttar Pradesh also addressed the delegates.
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The valedictory session was chaired by Chief Guest Shri S.N.Mishra, Principal
Secretary, Home & Jail, Government of Madhya Pradesh who delivered the
valedictory address.
4. An exhibition by various jails of Madhya Pradesh state was also organized at
the venue to display products made by inmates.
5. The summary of the conference proceedings is as follows:
Day-01: 19thDecember 2019 (Thursday)
6. Inaugural session (09:45 AM - 11:45AM hours)
In his welcome address Mr. Sanjay
Chaudhary,
DG
Prisons
&
Correctional
Services,
Madhya
Pradesh
thanked BPR&D for
organizing such Conference especially
focused on challenges being faced by
uniformed women at their workplace.
He said that there was only one woman
officer in IPS Academy in 1984
whereas in 2019 there were 30 women
officers in IPS Academy. Similarly
there were very few women warders in
M.P. Prisons 20 years ago, which has
now increased to approximately one thousand and MP prison department had
almost double the percentage of uniformed women as compared to national
average. Thirty percent reservation provided by M.P. Government was a
visionary step. Recalling his experiences regarding initial phases of induction of
women in police in mid 1980s, he mentioned that similar apprehensions were
now being felt by prison officers, especially regarding the safety of women
officers. He emphatically said that women officers were fully capable of
guarding themselves and male officers need not worry about women's safety. In
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80 % prisons of MP, uniformed women were doing rifle guard duty. He shared
findings of a pre conference workshop conducted at Prison Headquarters, Bhopal
where uniformed women
officials with varying lengths of service in prison department participated.
Women warders having five year work experience asked 60% of the questions,
the group above five year work experience asked less than 30% of questions and
women with more than 15 years of experience, answered less than 10% of
questions. Hence, Madhya Pradesh Prison Department had attempted to ensure
maximum participation of young uniformed women in the Conference, as they
were more eager to learn in order to perform their duty, to bear responsibilities,
to maintain confidence and emotional balance between work and family. Lastly,
he thanked Shri Nityanand Rai, Minister of State for Home, Government of
India, for gracing the Conference with his presence.
Mr. V.S.K. Kaumudi, Director
General,
BPR&D
gave
brief
background of the first Conference on
“Uniformed Women in Prison
Administration” which was held in
2017 at Delhi.
Purpose of the
Conference was to discuss typical
issues which women officials faced
while performing duties in prison
administration and to provide a forum
to them at national level. After detailed
deliberations, 11 resolutions were
adopted.
The
most
important
resolution of that Conference was
regarding the change in nomenclature
from Prison Department to Department
of Correctional Services and second
most important resolution was opening
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of separate welfare wing for prisons comprising Welfare Officers, Law Officers,
Counselors and Probation Officers. He urged the states & UTs to implement all
the resolutions.
For bringing women officials in mainstream, he emphasized on the need to
revise the recruitment and training policy, which might help them to deliver their
best and for their skill development and reorientation in prison administration.
Number of women jails in India was only 22 and actual strength of women
officials including 262 medical staff was 5248 as of 31.12.2017. He further drew
attention towards state level disparities, the number of inmate per medical officer
was as high as 698 in Jharkhand, while there was only 01 correctional staff per
2640 inmates in Jammu & Kashmir and for 13011 inmates in Gujarat. It was not
easy for women to perform and prove their work in any field but it was highly
gratifying that the number of women in prison administration was gradually
increasing. Main challenge was the assimilation of women officials in the field,
traditionally manned by male officers. He praised prison administration for
devising mechanism to identify day-to-day problems faced by women officials
and trying to resolve them. He informed that a proposal was under consideration
to start a full-fledged National Centre for Correctional Administration at CAPT
Bhopal and also announced that a competition regarding women friendly prison
design would be organized by BPR&D.

Special Guest of the session Ms. Sutapa Sanyal, IPS (Retd.)
former D.G., U.P. congratulated BPR&D and CAPT for organizing the
Conference. This topic was being given so much importance, which it
richly deserved. She suggested that administration should focus on
recruiting more women officials for prison department as the number of
women inmates was increasing gradually. Working in prison
administration needed certain skill sets both hard and soft skills. Along
with these skills, maintaining work life harmony was also very important.
She expressed hope that the Conference discussions would increase the
capability as well as copability of the women officials working in the
prison administration. She stressed that concepts related to gender
mainstreaming i.e. diversity, equity and inclusion were important as
diversity would bring change to department with feeling of inclusivity.
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Transgender should also be part of the workforce, as we were expecting
transgender inmates too. It was unfortunate that participation of women in
workforce was still low.
She emphasized that work places should be safe and administration
should ensure that women officials did not face sexual harassment at
workplace; otherwise they would not be able to give their optimum best. If
India was looking forward to become US $ 3 or 5 trillion economy soon
then we have to maintain gender parity at work place. Study by McKinsey
Institute , World Economic Forum has pointed out that bringing gender
parity by year 2020-25 could contribute US $ 770 billion, equal to 9 % of
the national GDP.
 Special Guest of the session Mrs. Meeran C. Borwankar, IPS (Retd.),
Former DG, BPR&D thanked BPR&D, MP Prison Department and CAPT
for inviting her and organizing the Conference for Uniformed Women.
While working in Maharashtra prison department for four years and as an
IPS Officer, she had observed that women police officers were meeting and
discussing their issues every two year since year 2002 . BPR&D as the took
initiative in 2017 and organized conference for uniformed women to
provide a platform to uniformed women in prison administration to discuss
their problems, mutual learning and experience sharing and to offer
suggestions to resolve it, as was being done for women in police
department. She observed that in prison, the work was stressful & staff was
overworked. So all prison officials should take care of their physical,
mental, emotional, & spiritual health. She had found that the main problem
for uniformed women in prison department was to maintain balance
between family and job. She stressed that while working in difficult
situation for continuously 14 hours, uniformed women should be self
disciplined and self controlled. She said that health, patience and balance
were equal to success. It was sad that India was at 120th place in term of
participation of women in jobs. It was even lower in prison department and
sustained efforts were needed to increase it.There was no need for
uniformed women to behave like male officials, as uniformed women we
equally capable, confident and were doing excellent work in their field. she
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conclude that sky was not the limit for uniformed women, limit was their
own mind.
In his inaugural address Chief
Guest Shri Nityanand Rai,
Hon'ble Minister of State for
Home Affairs, Govt. of India
referred to the need for reducing
existing staff vacancies in prisons
and bringing more women in
prison administration. He added
that uniformed women attended
the Conference with confidence &
determination of proving them
equally good as their male
counterpart.
He
specially
mentioned about Conference topic
related to women officers
handling the male prisoners and
stressed that some common
formula should evolve from
deliberations as women were capable of doing it. Women brought empathy
and human touch to their work. He emphasized that Conference
recommendations should get converted into concrete results, even if they
are partial. It should lay a solid foundation for future positive outcomes. He
suggested formation of a committee by BPR&D comprising serving and
experienced retired officers, to periodically review and monitor the
progress on recommendations of the Conference. He would be himself keen
to continue his involvement with Conference issues/recommendations.
There were various professional challenges but women officials were
mentally prepared to face the challenges and to give utmost to the prison
department by breaking the barriers. He exhorted all participants to create
gender-neutral work place and assured to provide every kind of help for
implementing good work procedures. He concluded by expressing hope
that by the time next Conference would be due in year 2021, success in this
direction would have reached a new level.
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 Mr. Tajendra Singh Luthra, IG (R & CA), BPR&D welcomed all the
delegates and informed that Dr. Meeran C Borwankar, IPS (Retd.), former
DG, BPR&D had mooted the idea to organize such a conference for
uniformed women officials. First National Conference on Uniformed
Women in Prison Administration was very successful and themes for the
conference were training need of women prison officers, are women prison
officers getting mainstream duties, difficulties in balancing family and
work for uniformed women prison officers and is there need for change of
uniform for women prison officers. From the first Conference, BPR&D
started to find out solutions to resolve problems faced by uniformed women
officers in prison administration and in the same Conference, it was decided
to change name of the department to Prisons & Correctional services.
Second National Conference on Uniformed Women in Prison
Administration had been designed to deliberate upon various issues &
challenges faced by uniformed women officers across the country. He
expressed thanks and gratitude to all the organizers and the Chief Guest and
mentioned that Chief Guest had promised to render all kind of help from his
office.
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Session- 1 (1145 hrs-1315 hrs)

Topic: “Creating Gender Neutral Work Place-Gender Sensitization”
Speakers:
1. Dr. Meeran C Borwankar, IPS (Retd.) and Former DG, BPR&DChairperson
2. Mrs. Alka Sonkar, Superintendent, Central Jail Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh
3. Mr. Tushar Ranjan Gupta, AIG Prisons, Jharkhand
4. Mrs. B. Joshi, Superintendent, Rajkot, Gujarat
5. Mrs. Harshita Mishra, Jailer, District Jail Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
Dr. Meeran C Borwankar, IPS
(Retd.), Former DG, BPR&DChairperson requested the session
speakers to tell frankly whether their
work place was gender neutral or not
and to enumerate various initiatives
that they had taken for gender
sensitization training and to make work
place gender neutral.
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Mrs. Alka Sonkar, Superintendent,
Central Jail Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh
stated that gender sensitivity was the act
of being sensitive to the outlook towards
gender. Gender issues were sensitive
and complicated and affected both men
and women, regardless of status. The
ability of an organization to identify and
handle gender inequality and gender
discrimination underpins its success in
creating a gender sensitive and inclusive
work culture. As Job in prison
department was 24x7, to create gender neutral-work place for women officials,
department had to be more sensitive, cautious and more systematic.
She also mentioned 3Cs of working in prison department i.e. custody, care
and correction and briefly explained MP prison department’s motto i.e. Sajag,
Suraksha and Savdhan. The aim of gender sensitization was to make people
aware of the power relations between men and women in society and to
understand the importance of providing equal opportunities to both. Personal,
psychological, gender stereotyped outlook, insufficient awareness (of gender and
other aspects of diversity) among staff, unavailability of quarters/ guardrooms
for women officials were some challenges which prevent gender sensitization.
She suggested that prison department should focus on creating more
opportunities and transparency for women officials.
Gender equality was a human fight not a female only fight, and women
should say no to stereotyped outlook and yes to equality. She offered suggestions
for making an organization gender sensitive; viz. gender equality should be a
priority not only in general objectives and policies of department but also in its
internal regulations, providing training and support ( mental and emotional). She
also briefly discussed about the problem of sexual harassment at work place and
concluded that gender diversity ensured a happier, more productive work place
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and providing equal opportunities could benefit both men and women and enable
them to enhance their abilities. It would help in achieving common goal of
organization, not merely with legal changes but definitely with attitudinal
changes.
Mr. Tushar Ranjan Gupta,
AIG Prisons, Jharkhand
informed about various steps
taken by Jharkhand prison
department with 29 prisons,
700 women inmates and
approx 262 women warders, to
create gender neutral work
place such as providing
unarmed combat and arms
training to women officials and
appointing women staff in
control room, patrolling and
watch tower duties and
Jharkhand prison department
had set up grievance redressal
cell for women in each prison
and he himself ensured to
inspect the functionality and
working of cell periodically.
He further stated that correctional staff served as a line of defence in the
society between the good and deviant individuals. Whether widely recognized or
not, the society was dependent upon correctional employees to keep deviant
individuals secure, until they were deemed ready to return. He highlighted
Mckinsey & Company, World Economic Forum report which stated that
increasing number of companies needed more women in leadership, and they
were proving that they could make progress on gender diversity.
Research on gender differences between women and men suggested that
social and environmental factors, rather than biological determinants, account for
the majority of behavioral differences. While purely physiological differences
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influence some basic biological processes (such as health and medical care) and a
range of reproductive issues, many of the observed behavioral differences were a
result of difference in gender socialization, gender roles, and gender inequality.
He mentioned some international conventions and declarations related
to gender equality; viz. 1948: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (includes
non-discrimination based on sex), 1965: International Convention on the
Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination, 1979: The Convention to
Eliminate all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), 1984:
Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, 1994: International Conference on Population and Development
(ICPD) - women’s reproductive rights and health key to empowerment, 1995:
Beijing Platform for Action- introduced gender mainstreaming and focus on “
women’s rights as human rights”, 2000: UNSCR 1325- importance of women in
peace building operations, 2000: The Millennium Declaration-importance of
women’s empowerment and gender equality, 2008: The Accra Agenda for
Action (AAA)- human rights, gender equality and environment sustainability as
international priorities, 2008: UNSCR 1820- sexual violence as a weapon of war
and 2011: Busan Outcome Document-accelerating efforts to achieve gender
equality and women’s empowerment.
Risk assessment, leadership, administration, categorization, allocation,
search, counting and surveillance were some gender neutral duties in prison
department for women officials and strip search of male inmate was probably the
only duty which could not be provided to women officials. He concluded that it
was important to comprehend and acknowledge some of the dynamics inherent in
a gendered society and the influence of the dominant culture was so pervasive
that it was often unseen.
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Mrs. B. Joshi, Superintendent,
Central Prison Rajkot, Gujarat
stated that while working in prison
department, she ensured such shift
duties to women prison staff that
enabled them to stay at home
continuously for at least for 6 hours
and informed about grievance
redressal committee for women staff
formed by her for issues related to
sexual harassment at work place. She
advised women officers not to take
advantage of being a woman for
seeking undue favor/ leniency. From
being wardens to jailers & deputies,
women were handling sensitive
duties such as managing prison gates,
barracks, peripheral & internal
security,
sending inmates to courts & attending to judicial work of prisoners. Uniformed
Women in prison and correctional services were unsung heroes as their good
work was hardly recognized.
She informed that many states have 33% reservation for women in prison
department but in Gujarat, number of women staff was very less i.e. only 86.
Gujarat prison department with approx 18000 inmates, had two special prisons
for women inmates (number of women inmates was 516) and mentioned that
state prison department was allowing duty to uniformed women only in the
female wards.
She enumerated some challenges/ issues faced by uniformed women while
working in prison department; viz. nature of prison duties, dealing with male &
female inmates, behavior of officers/ subordinates, overcrowding at metros &
district headquarters, adverse effects on hygiene & health of prisoners & staff on
duty, security risks, rampant tuberculosis & skin diseases, large number of
13
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vacancies of post of female staff, extra burden of duty in the absence of adequate
female staff and family and social responsibilities. To overcome these challenges,
prison administration was required to create culture of gender equality,
cooperation between male and female staff, respecting gender and sensitivity,
Re-orientation of prison administration from women officer’s perspective was
imperative and uniformed male officers of prison must honor dignity of female
staff of prison at all levels.
As uniformed women were unsung heroes, she advised them to believe in
team work, should be sensible in behavior, good listener, compassionate, firm
and resolute. Lastly, she urged BPR&D to organize such a Conference for
uniformed men also to make them sensitive towards working with women prison
staff.
Mrs. Harshita Mishra, Jailer,
District Jail Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
stressed that proper guidelines should
be displayed at each workplace for
women to approach grievance redressal
committees. She presented statistics of
underrepresentation of women in
prison department in India. Nagaland
was most women friendly among all
the states, Uttar Pradesh had only 01
female DIG, 01 Superintendent and out
of 82 Jailers, only 02 were women
Jailers and mentioned that state didn’t
have 33% reservation for women,
either in prison or police department.
She urged prison department to set up
separate washrooms, sanitary pads
vending machines within prison
premises,
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designated space for child rearing and breastfeeding, in-campus grocery
shops, community centres, sports facilities, gymnasiums within campus, proper
communication facilities to negate the presence and impact of jammers,
educational facilities for children (specially girls) of such officers in the vicinity
and mid-term relocation and change of schooling institutions and systems.
She suggested use of gender safety audits as a tool to identify womenspecific hazards and appropriate solutions, need of intact and well-oiled
machinery headed by women officer to redress cases of sexual harassment. Team
of senior women officers should be deputed to review such cases, female only
staff meeting and all-women conferences should be organized for narrating
experiences, expressing grievances, senior women IPS officers should inspect the
functionality/working of such committees periodically in prisons and child care
leave should be renamed as family care leave.
Following significant issues emerged from open house discussion:
 Prison department should implement medical facilities, quota for admission
of children of prison officials in Kendriya Vidyalaya, Navodaya Vidyalaya
as is available to defense/ paramilitary forces.
 Bihar prison department was providing 02 days special leave to women
officials every month and house recommended other states to provide the
same benefit.
 Explaining the example given by Mrs Harshita Mishra about experience
sharing , Mrs Meeran Borwankar suggested that women officers and staff
should share their challenging situations and how they handled them , with
other staff at their workplace, which may be Central, District or Sub jail.
This would bring immediate benefit for others. They should not wait for
BPR&D to organize a conference for sharing such experiences.
 Mrs Sutapa Sanyal also advised that women officers and staff could make a
great contribution by encouraging more women to join prison service.
Chairperson of the session summarized the proceedings / perspectives of
speakers and house resolved the following recommendations:
1. Two day special leave every month for women prison officials.
2. Special quota in Kendriya Vidyalaya, Police and Public schools for
admission of children of prison officials.
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Session- 02 (1415 hrs-1545 hrs)

Topic: “Professional Challenges for Uniformed Women Prison Officials at
Work Place:
Speakers:
1. Mrs. R. Sreelekha, Transport Commissioner and former DG Prisons,
Kerala – Chairperson
2. Ms. Swati Sathe, DIG Prisons, Maharashtra
3. Shri Sandeep Kumar, Superintendent, District Jail, Darbhanga
4. Tmt V Rukmani Priyadarshini, Superintendent, District Prison/ Borstal
School, Pudukottai, Tamil Nadu
5. Shri Kanwar V.P. Singh, Deputy Superintendent, Prison Headquarters,
Punjab
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Mrs. R. Sreelekha, Transport
Commissioner, Kerala said that
uniformed women could meet any
type of professional challenge. She
narrated an incident in Kerala where
04 women officers caught a pervert
man, who jumped inside the prison.
Except certain things like strip search,
uniformed women could tackle any
challenge. She highlighted some
professional challenges faced by
women prison officers:
1. Humane and empathetic approach of women officers towards inmates,
created impression in others’ mind that woman officers were not dealing
with prisoners in proper manner.
2. Irregular time schedule of job and unavailability of quarters in prison
premises. She also emphasized that it was a thankless job i.e. good work
hardly got recognition in prison department. Women officers were not so
adept also in projecting their good work.
3. Basic foundation of professionalism is knowledge, individual has to be
very thorough about Prison Acts, Rules, Model Prison Manual and
guidelines provided by government from time to time. She added that
professionalism includes updation of knowledge and skills on daily basis.
Sometimes officers have to play different roles like that of counselor and
mediator to settle many issues between inmates and staff. She remarked
that prison department lacked in knowledge and skills.
She offered/suggested some solutions; viz. continuous updation of knowledge,
periodic skill development trainings for officers as well as staff. She pointed out
that prison officers were accountable and answerable to many commissions such
as Human Rights Commission and Women Commission. She stressed that
answerability, accountability and media were great challenges for prison officers.
Although work of women prison officers was very challenging but life without
challenges is boring and they should not be worried about challenges. She
concluded that women were such creation of god who could be multitasking and
must be proud of being women.
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Ms. Swati Sathe, DIG Prisons,
Maharashtra mentioned that from
Dy. Superintendent to DIG in Prison
Department, her journey was very
easy. She showed some women
prison officer related statistics about
Maharashtra Prison Department
which is having 01 DIG, 02 Asst.
Superintendent, 01 Jailor, 03 Asst.
Jailor, 31 Dy. Jailor, 34 Head warder
and 504 Warders. She also informed
about 30% reservation in jobs for women in Maharashtra.Social perception was
that women officers use a different leadership style than men. She narrated
personal experience of a women inmate, where for the sake of humanity, she
allowed the inmate to meet her children.
Challenges being faced by women in Prison Department include work life
balance, negative stereotyping of feminine qualities, under representation of
women in Prison Department and less recognition and appreciation of their work.
She also named and briefly described commendable work of some women
officers in Prison Administration. She stressed that it was need of the era to know
self-capabilities first and there should be zero tolerance for sexual abuse at work
place. She emphatically concluded that assessment of women in uniform should
be done on the basis of their work only.
Shri Sandeep Kumar, Superintendent,
District Jail, Darbhanga informed that
UN Commission on the Status of
Women
had highlighted various
challenges being faced by women in
uniformed services like prison and it
had suggested measures for their
amelioration. These are:
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1. Feeling of insecurity in male dominated prison.
2. Female warders feel insecure during late night duty shifts, while shuttling
between Jail and their residential place.
3. Under representation of women in higher offices deters women in lower
ranks from expressing their grievances freely.
4. Bias against women in resource allocation such as uniform articles and
uniformed women often need to customize them.
5. Quarters and guardrooms are either unavailable or in dilapidated condition.
6. Lack of closed door sanitized toilets and absence of toilets in watch towers.
7. Inmates induced emergencies like hunger strike, escape, infighting etc,
demand male staff for effective control.
Suggested solutions by the UN Commission were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In campus provision for residence/ guard room.
Proper street light in prison premises.
Reservation for women in government jobs.
Installation of toilets in prison premises as well as for watch towers.
Awareness regarding relevant laws such as Sexual Harassment of
Women at Work Place (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
2013.
6. Gender sensitization and advance weapon training, unarmed combat
training to women.
7. Ensure zero tolerance towards discrimination.
He mentioned that Bihar prison department was providing crèche facility
for children of uniformed women and ended saying, “Treat her equal, Dignity
lies neither in supremacy nor in subordination”.
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Smt V Rukmani Priyadarshini,
Superintendent, District Prison/
Borstal School, Pudukottai, Tamil
Nadu informed that Tamil Nadu state
had highest reservation percentage for
women in government jobs i.e.
33.33%. She stated that earlier world
segregated different arena for male
and female but now technology had
leveled the difference, even women
were entering the challenging
professions,
including
prison
administration. She drew attention
towards the challenges experienced
by uniformed women during job in
prison department and suggested
various solutions.
Challenges were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Issues between career trajectory and personal life
Acceptance (in terms of underestimation and hesitation )
Physiological and biological factors
Prejudiced and stereotyped thinking

Suggested solutions were:
1. Encourage joint family to seek support for balancing life between family
and profession
2. Pre-planning and scheduling of work
3. Develop confidence and continuous learning ability
4. Be a role model, develop leadership quality, self assertion and break the
gender identity
5. For hindrance in searching, depend on modern gadgets
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She ended by enumerating some previous challenges, which have been
overcome / solved by Tamil Nadu prison department; such as unequal pay and
nomenclature, lack of promotional opportunities.
Shri Kanwar V.P. Singh, Deputy
Superintendent,
Prison
Headquarters, Punjab stated that
Punjab Prison Department had set up
open prison for women inmates and
free sanitary pad vending machines
were installed in 12 prisons of state by
Indian Oil Corporation for the women
prison officers and inmates. He
sentenced that abusive language
should not be used in front of women
officials and pointed out the
importance of peer group for getting
along with others, developing moral
values, learning appropriate socialcultural rules and achieving personal
independence. As per survey on
decision by an organization, he said
that diversity in team would increase
chances of better decision making. He suggested special emergency leave for
women officials during menstrual cycle. Mentioning potential threatening
conditions from dangerous inmates, he requested male officials to stand up for
women officials during such situations. He also recommended reservation in
jobs, amicable milieu and optimum training, awareness regarding laws related to
harassment at work place, grievance redressal system with time bound
procedures and urged women officers to inculcate patience and tolerance.
Sensitizing male counterpart, organizing regular get together, meetings,
conferences, generating promotional avenues would enable women to tackle
professional challenge in prison administration and suggested that there should
be minimum tenure of posting, and grievance redressal committee at every
workplace and there should be a women member in every committee of in prison
department.
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Following significant issues emerged from open house discussion:
 To form a committee for change in uniform for women prison officials.
 Organizing skill development training and motivational sessions for prison
officials to develop their confidence.
Chairperson of the session summarized the proceedings / perspectives of
speakers and house resolved the following recommendations:
1. Construction of rest rooms for women officials
2. Crèche and caretaker for well being of children of women officers near
prison premises
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Session- 03 (1600 hrs-1730 hrs)

Topic: “Need for Balancing Work and Family life for Uniformed Women
Prison Officials-fulfilling, Official, Social, Family and Personal
Responsibilities”
Speakers:
1. Ms Sutapa Sanyal, IPS (Retd.), former DG, Uttar Pradesh-Chairperson
2. Mrs Gyanita Gaurav, Superintendent, District Jail Samastipur, Bihar
3. Mrs Ch. Vasantha, Jailer, Special Prison for Women, Kadapa, Andhra
Pradesh
4. Ms Mohinder Kaur Kataria, Motivational Speaker
Ms Sutapa Sanyal, IPS (Retd.),
former DG Prisons, Uttar
Pradesh-Chairperson said that
for women, there would be a time
where they had to think for
marriage, child rearing and at the
same time, they had to focus on
their profession. She suggested
that to balance between family
and work, women had to
prioritize their commitments
towards both.
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Mrs
Gyanita
Gaurav,
Superintendent, District Jail
Samastipur, Bihar stated that
prison as an institution was mostly
handled by male officials/ staff and
it was always considered as
unsuitable job for women. 35%
reservation in government jobs for
women
by
Bihar
Prison
Department enabled women to
enter into challenging profession
like prison department. Now they
were performing every work like
watch tower duty, regular ward
searches and gate duty.
She suggested some solutions for balancing work and family life; viz. time
management, prioritizing commitments at work and for family, learning the art of
delegation, spending time with family and by limiting time for social media. She
concluded that maintaining work-life balance required constant adjustments,
compromises and sacrifices. It was better to be pre-prepared and learn to manage
time and energy. Prioritizing commitments could help in balancing between work
and family.
Mrs Ch. Vasantha, Jailer,
Special Prison for Women,
Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh
stated that work-life balance
does not mean equal balance
between
professional
and
personal life. It is careful
synchronization
of
an
individual's varied pursuits that
might include family, work,
leisure, social obligations,
health, career and spirituality.
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While some of the pursuits need greater attention, others may require lesser
focus. Striking a fine balance by prioritizing various human quests would result
in better work-life balance.
She displayed statistics of global overview on working hours and remarked that
working hours, especially in prison department in India were more than other
countries. Several factors affect work-life balance for uniformed women in
prison and they were consequences of not balancing the two.
Factors affecting work-life balance in prison services:
1. Burden of excessive work in prison
2. Interference of work with family
3. Longer work hours and no time for oneself
Consequences related to work-life imbalance are:
1. High level of stress and anxiety
2. Disharmony at home
3. Job burnout
4. Inability to realize full potential
She suggested some ways to attain work-life balance; viz. time management,
flexible duty schedule for lactating women, use of technology, regular training
for stress management, crèche facility in prison premises and week off for
uniformed women. She further enumerated benefits of healthy work-life balance
like self-satisfaction, improvement in one’s health and well-being, increase in
productivity and reduction in absenteeism.
Ms Mohinder Kaur Kataria,
Motivational Speaker said that
work-life balance did not mean
an equal balance but it translated
to satisfaction with one’s entire
life, personal and professional,
even after working long hours.
She briefly talked about desirable
skills for prison officers and said
that in order to perform duties,
prison officers should be able to
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control stressful situations and to treat inmates Assertiveness, maturity, problem
solving attitude and negotiation were some of the skills desirable for prison
officers. there were some professional challenges; viz. management of time with
scheduled duty, paucity of staff and maintaining positive attitude Women have to
compartmentalize and keep personal and professional life apart, for the sake of
own sanity and well-being. else they could end up losing both she suggested
some ways/solutions for these challenges like prioritizing of work, vacation with
family members, working smartly and doing plenty of exercise.
Everyone was blessed with abilities and talent and one should not waste time in
worrying, as worry produces unnecessary tension and nervous fatigue. Instead
one should focus more on efforts to accomplish a task, be honest and truthful to
own self and have faith.
Following significant issues emerged from open house discussion:
 Prison officials should focus on excellence rather than on perfection.
 Uniformity in salary and allowances in various states.
 Setting up of recreational homes at district and central prisons for prison
officials.
Chairperson of the session summarized the proceedings / perspectives of
speakers and house resolved the following recommendations:
1. Uniformity in salary and allowances
2. Flexible and timely executed promotion scheme
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Day-02: 20thDecember, 2019 (Tuesday)
Session- 04(0900hrs-1015hrs)

Topic: “Mainstreaming of Uniformed Women Prison Officials-Why and
How of Handling the Domain So Far Handled by Male Officials. Can
Women officials handle Male Prisoners and Other Issues?’’
Speakers:
1. Mrs Aruna Mohan Rao, ADGP, Rail, Bhopal-Chairperson
2. Prof. Diwakar Singh Rajput, Prof & Head, Sociology & Social Work
Department, Sagar University
3. Ms Shephali Tiwari, Central Jail Superintendent, Narsinghpur
4. Mrs Madhu Singh, Assistant Superintendent, Central Jail Raipur,
Chhattisgarh
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Mrs Aruna Mohan Rao, ADGP,
Rail, Bhopal She stated that the
stereotyped outlook of chauvinistic
male society towards women creates
difficulty in mainstreaming of
uniformed women in prisons as well
as in society.She mentioned old
incident of Kanpur riots, 1939 where
most of the rioters were women,
which gave idea to recruit women in
police administration.

There is no boundary and barrier that is yet to be crossed by women,
whether psychological, social and physical, and can prevent women from
fulfilling their duties. She praised Madhya Pradesh prisons which has 18%
women officials while there were less than 10% in police department and
highlighted some advantages of recruiting women in uniformed jobs; viz. dealing
with sensitivity, integrity, patience, sincerity and discipline.
Prof. Diwakar Singh Rajput-Prof
& Head, Sociology & Social Work
Department, Sagar University
stated that mainstreaming is a
practice of involvement and process
of development of social skills, life
skills and specific skills related to
duties. It is an informal way of
describing
the
practice
and
opportunity benefits. He suggested
ERPA approach to bring women in
the mainstream, where E stands for
education, R for recreation &
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recognition, P for participation & practice and A for awareness & activeness. He
gave various reasons and emphasized on the importance of mainstreaming of
uniformed women; viz.
prejudice against other communities is a common feature of large societies,
Special rights of the marginalized/subaltern is a powerful sword, equal
opportunities and by creating positive atmosphere for them to work, social,
economic, psychological status could be raised.
He proposed, institution of JYOTI award to recognize the good work of
women prison officials where J stands for joyfulness nature in work, Y for
youthfulness, O for overall performance, T for thoughtfulness and I for
intelligence of women officials and urged BPR&D to initiate necessary steps for
it. He also suggested two modules for mainstreaming of women officials:
1. BPRD module- B-balancing with society, family and duty, P- preparation
and participation, R-reformation and D- direct dialogue with key persons/
institutions.
2. CAPT module- C- confidence building programme, A- awareness related
to rights and duties, P- active participation in social and official life and Ttraining programmes and capsules.
For overall development of uniformed women, especially in the sphere of
education, health, opportunities and communication, he requested prison
department to seek support/ assistance from existing regional welfare centres in
order to enable uniformed women for work efficiently in a challenging
profession like prison.
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Ms Shephali Tiwari, Central Jail
Superintendent, Narsinghpur said
that bringing uniformed women in
mainstream jobs would demolish the
stereotypic outlook/ perception of male
dominated society. It enables women
to gain access and control over power
and resources. She shared statistics of
World Economic Forum, which shows
that the percentage of women, engaged
in labor market is 55% while it is only
40% in skilled job and it would take
257 years for women to get equal pay
as men.
She drew attention towards the need and importance of mainstreaming of
uniformed women and gave various reasons for it; viz. legal obligation (30 to
33% reservation, gender equality, normalcy and to enhance their abilities (more
women were entering the workforce, bringing their strength and attributes into
formerly male-dominated environment). She highlighted some mainstreaming
duties for women officials in prison department like warrant, maintenance and
storekeeping (MSk), main gate duty and rifle guard duty. She Narrating story of a
woman inmate, remarked that uniformed women at administration level could
take better decisions and offered some ways to ensure mainstreaming of job for
women by enhancing knowledge, providing training in skill, behavior and
unarmed combat (UAC), weapon training etc.
She concluded that the introduction of women into male prisons had an
enormously positive effect on the socialization of the prisoners, on the incidents
of violence in the prisons and not just violence against women, but against all
staff.
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Mrs Madhu Singh, Assistant
Superintendent,
Central
Jail
Raipur, Chhattisgarh highlighted
challenges and versatile roles for
mainstreaming of women, which were
warrant,
establishment
branch,
maintenance & storekeeping, factory
and accounts. She enumerated two
main challenges faced by all prison
officials, namely accountability and
answerability
to
different
commissions and urged BPR&D for
setting up of separate women prison in
each state, with women officer
incharge and staff.
She offered some suggestions; viz. empirical periodic training needs
assessment for women personnel to connect their trainings with day-to-day
administration, detailed SOPs for handling emergencies like medical, escape,
murder, riots, hunger strike, during training. Experienced women officer might
be attached as mentor with new recruits for formal and informal training better
role clarity, exposure at all India level for women, sharing good practices related
to women from other states, setting guidelines for effective communication
between officers and women officials, requisite faculties at training institutes and
regional level seminars for women officers and staff.
Chairperson of the session summarized the proceedings / perspectives of
speakers and house resolved the following recommendations:
1. Introduction of award like JYOTI.
2. Uniformity in reservation percentage for women in all states.
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Session- 05 (1015hrs-1130hrs)

Topic: “Happiness and Well-being, Stress Management, Health and
Emotional Resilience’’
Speakers:
1. Shri Tajendra Singh Luthra, IPS, IG( R&C), BPR&D -Chairperson
2. Dr. Upneet Lalli, Dy. Director, Institute of Correctional Administration,
Chandigarh
3. Dr. Rajani Parthasarthi, Dy. Director, Mental Health, Govt. of
Karnataka, Bengaluru
4. Mrs R. Latha, Superintendent, Central Prison, Bengaluru, Karnataka
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Shri Tajendra Singh Luthra,
IPS, IG(R&C), BPR&D said
that happiness was a very
serious subject, a sense of
responsibility.
Mr. Martin
Seligman,
American
psychologist had said that
psychology helped humankind
in every situation, whether it
was depression, schizophrenia
or mental illness. People with
mental illnesses like phobia and
schizophrenia were very less in
number, rest all were above
neutral level, if measured on the
scale of negative to positive
values. Whether psychology
could do something for people, who were already at the neutral level. He also
talked about spirituality, gratitude and optimism and in the new age that type of
psychology was called as positive psychology i.e. science of habits and science
of well-being.
Dr. Upneet Lalli, Dy. Director,
Institute
of
Correctional
Administration,
Chandigarh
stated that stress was necessary to
live but only positive stress not
distress. She also talked about
indicators of mental health. As
prisons were having a negative
environment, individual had to
find own ways for their
enjoyment
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and happiness in day-to-day life. Occupational challenges like answerability and
accountability to organizations such as Human Rights Commission created stress
among prison officials. Each individual has his own strengths and abilities to
tackle challenges.
She listed some prison stressors; viz. overcrowding, staff deficiency,
untrained staff, inadequate infrastructure, custodial responsibility and
correctional functions and emphasized on the importance of organizational
interventions, audio detection interventions and counselors for both inmates and
the staff. Stress is mismatch between person and surrounding environment. Some
of the challenges faced by women officials in prison department were gender
stereotyping, multi-tasking expectation, work-family conflict, probability of
sexual harassment at work place and conflict between custodial and correctional
role.
Recommendations for women prison staff (organizational intervention),
suggested by Institute of Correctional Administration (ICA) were employment of
more women at higher ranks, flexible duty hours for lactating mothers, crèche
facility, separate rest room, gender- sensitization training for prison staff,
awareness regarding internal complaint committee, mentorship and capacity
building training. She suggested some pathways to attain well-being, viz.
unconditional acceptance of self, others, death and unavoidable stress. Positive
mental health training, cognitive reappraisal, reducing cognitive dissonance,
upward anchoring, positive spill over of work and family domain and internal
locus to control were self-care strategies suggested by her to overcome stressful
mindset.
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Dr.
Rajani
Parthasarthi,
Dy.
Director, Mental Health, Govt. of
Karnataka, Bengaluru mentioned that
it was very difficult for women officials
to maintain their happiness, well-being,
health and emotional resilience in a
challenging profession like prison.
Some socio-cultural influences were
dependency status, primary caregivers
to
child/elderly,
multiple
role
obligation and vulnerability.
She pointed out some physical and psychological problems that affected
women officials namely, digestive, eye problems, anxiety, inability to relax,
salary issues and verbal abuse. She narrated story of a lady who due to stress,
was about to kill herself and advised that whenever in difficulty, one should seek
help. She also pointed out some sources of stress among prison officials in the
bottom to top order; viz. co-workers, fear of transfer, financial problems, fear of
suspension, family problem, difficulty in managing prisoners and concern for
safety. She advised some methods, which could be applied in prison to overcome
stress among prison officials, viz. improving teamwork, morale, reducing
conflicts, awareness regarding mental illness-early identification and referral and
stress management training.
Involving the audience in a situation reaction condition, she demonstrated
that through stress was same for everyone but reactions towards stress tended to
be different. She further suggested some ways to overcome stress; viz. decide to
make a change, identify stress triggers, strategies- simple, situational and daily
practices, yoga, meditation, enough sleep and seeking help, support and
information from friends and family. She also informed about another method,
A-4 i.e. avoid- avoiding unnecessary stress, people and situation, alter- try to
change situation or to be assertive, adapt-changing individual’s behavior and by
looking at positives in each situation and accept-accepting conditions that
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couldn’t change. She concluded that “If individual would change perceptions
towards condition, there might be possibility that the condition would change”.
Mrs
R.
Latha,
Superintendent,
Central
Prison, Bengaluru, Karnataka
emphasized that in the case of
women officers, not only they
had responsibility towards the
community but also were
obligated to run their family.
Being healthy was a state of
complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely
the absence of disease or
infirmity. It was both holistic
and comprehensive, including
all facets of human life i.e.
physical well-being, mental
well-being and social wellbeing.
Expectation from prison officials was to handle difficult situations politely
in prison as well as at home but balancing personal, professional and social lives,
including family, friends and others was very difficult with a stressful mindset.
She further enumerated causes of stress; viz. lack of training, low confidence in
dealing with crises, general working conditions, workload and poor management
practices, which aggravate the stress. Prioritizing commitment and time towards
job and family was a solution to maintain balance between the two. Selfawareness in terms of strengths, weaknesses, values and motives would change
individual for better. For happiness, well-being and to overcome stress, she
suggested several ways; viz. using psychological education to create awareness
on thoughts, feelings, and behaviour, interpersonal skills, reducing stress and
emotional balance, resilience training, cognitive, behavioural, and physiological
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strategies to cope with maladaptive emotions in times of unavoidable stress,
positive self-talk, image-guided relaxation and mindfulness techniques.
She concluded that happiness and well-being began with the choices made by
individual with time as well as commitments (the quantity versus the quality) and
prioritizing both.
Following significant issues emerged from open house discussion:
 Each prison should have a counselor/ psychologist for prison staff and
inmates.
Chairperson of the session summarized the proceedings / perspectives of
speakers and house resolved the following recommendations:
1. Setting up of a fitness centre at district and central prisons for prison
officials.
2. Creating positive atmosphere at workplace for prison officials.
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Session- 06(1145hrs-1245hrs)

Topic: Success Story
Speakers:
1. Shri Abhash Kumar, IPS, ADG Prisons & Correctional ServicesChairperson
2. Ms Sugandha Shankar, Senior Program Officer, Prison Reforms
Program, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI)
3. Mrs Bichitra Bhattacharya, Former Addl. IG Prisons, West Bengal
4. Mrs Bangaru
Amravati, Dy. Superintendent, Central Prison,
Telangana
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Shri Abhash Kumar, ADG
Prisons
&
Correctional
Services-Chairperson said that
women were created by god to
succeed. Before putting uniform,
they already succeeded in various
things such as bringing happiness,
joy, creativity and functional
structure to their family. Tamil
Nadu state was the first one to
provide reservation to women in
jobs, establishing of separate
women police stations and 05
special prisons and 10 sub jails for
women.
In Tamil Nadu women inmates were around 742 and holding capacity was
1550, so occupancy for women inmates was approx 50% below the holding
capacity and that had been achieved by good work of women officials.
He praised good work of Mrs. Jaya Bharti, DIG Prisons, Vellore who took
care of newly born child of a women inmate for 03 years in prison and ensured
that child was looked after later by NGOs also. She also arranged prosthetic leg
for an inmate, who lost his leg before entering prison. He lauded women prison
officials for creating benchmark and excelling in opportunities given by Tamil
Nadu prison department.
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Ms
Sugandha
Shankar,
Senior Program Officer,
Prison Reforms Program,
Commonwealth
Human
Rights Initiative (CHRI) said
that position of India at global
level wasn’t very good, as
India’s ranking in Global
Gender
Equality
Index
(aspects:
polity,
health,
political
representation,
literacy and equality at work
place) was 95th out of 129 countries and in Gender Gap Index , it was 112th out of
153 countries which showed that India was providing very few economic
opportunities to women. She briefly mentioned about functionaries of criminal
justice system and showed India Justice Report by TATA Trust, according to
which percentage in prison was 9.1%, police 7% and in judiciary 26.5%.
She highlighted 10 states & union territories (Mizoram, Bihar,
Chhattisgarh, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Manipur, Daman and Diu, Goa,
Nagaland, Kerala and Tripura) which showed negative growth of women in
prison services. According to US study, role of uniformed women in correctional
settings with paradigm shift was very important they generally seem to be very
well adapted to an environment that addresses cognitive issues, helping inmates
to see the benefits of dealing with the issues that led them to prison, thus
improving chances of reduced re-offending.
Various unique characteristics of women emerged through different
studies which were problem solving & decision making (US study, 2001),
calming influence in prisons (Israeli prison service experiment, 2000), leadership
(North American wardens and Association Conference), mentoring & coaching
(Women get better at forming networks to help their climb, Wall Street Journal)
and communication skills (Tannen, D-1994). Lack of respect from male staff had
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negative impact on women staff. She quoted from finding of another study that
women were good at communication skills but weak in negotiation skills. She
concluded that concept of success differs individually.

Mrs Bichitra Bhattacharya, Former Addl. IG Prisons, West Bengal narrated
two specific instances where she succeeded against the odds.
Converting the existing Purulia
district prison as special prison for
women in 1995 and she had to face
many challenges while handling
newly functional prison; viz.
appointing women officials for prison
and ensuring security. Purulia prison
had barren land and it was also a
challenge for her, she counseled and
encouraged women inmates with
agricultural background and engaged
them in ploughing, thereafter
agriculture began in full swing and
benefited inmates at large.

As education was key to better and reformed society, she considered it as
her next challenge and with the help of district magistrate, district literacy
council and Sarbik Sakhsharta Kendra, managed to provide female teachers to
inmates. She made it compulsory for women inmates below 70 years of age to
attend classes. She also offered benefits for attending the classes to women
inmates like superintendent’s special remission as well as recommendation for
IG’s special remission. With the help of district agencies, she was also able to
provide regular vocational training to women inmates for making soft toys,
woolen garments, tailoring, embroidery etc. Some women inmates were then
transferred from special prison to Kolkata prison and now were trained by
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reputed chefs for baking and cooking. She informed that through various
rehabilitation programs, one of the convicts of special prison was how supervisor
of a local NGO.

Second challenge was to the open and run the training institute for guarding
staff, as there was no training institute in West Bengal and challenges faced by
her to make training institute functional were arranging faculty, training in arms
and ammunition. As Midnapore, Bankura & Purulia belt were red zone (Naxalite
affected zone), no faculty was willing to join training institute. To overcome this
challenge, she interacted with bar association and district police personnel and
requested them to deliver lecture on criminal justice system. this different
approach resulted in successful arrangement of indoor faculty and arms &
ammunition within 20 days. As there was no firing range within the institute,
they located a remote area for firing test. She concluded by sharing results of
newly operational training institute; viz. five hundred trainees were given basic
training as well as pre-promotional training for Head Warder and Chief Head
Warder and since last three years, BSF personnel were deputed for outdoor
training of prison staff. Her work was recognized and her name was
recommended for the President’s Correctional Service Medal for
Distinguished Service and she subsequently received President’s Correctional
Service Medal for Meritorious Service in August 2006.
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Mrs Bangaru Amravati, Dy. Superintendent, Central Prison, Telangana
described the success story of Smt.
Basheera
Begum,
Deputy
Superintendent of Prisons (Retd.)
who hailed from an orthodox
Muslim family and joined prison
department as Dy. Jailor in 1980.
She started her job as a mother of
two children. Inspite of that she
successfully completed her training.
Some of Basheera’s achievements
were opening first all women petrol
pump managed completely by
released female prisoners (presently
30 women inmates were
working in 3 shifts and earning salary of 15,000 per month), providing education
to inmates children, crèche facility for children of inmates and encouraging
continuation of family ties of prisoners. Smt. Basheera’s work was recognized
and she received President’s Correctional Service Medal for Meritorious
Service in 2016, Tinka-Tinka Award for best reforms in prison for women and
received Mahila Shiromani Award.
Thus, despite her challenging personal background, Smt. Basheera Begum
achieved respectful position in prison department and she was inspiration for
other uniformed prison officers.
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Valedictory Session

The valedictory session was chaired by Shri S.N. Mishra, Principal Secretary,
Home & Jail, Government of Madhya Pradesh who delivered the valedictory
address.
Following other officers graced the dias during valedictory session:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Shri Sanjay Chaudhary, IPS, DG Prisons, Madhya Pradesh
Smt. Aruna Mohan Rao, IPS, ADGP, Rail, Bhopal
Shri Abhash Kumar, IPS, ADG Prisons, Tamil Nadu
Shri Tajendra Singh Luthra, IPS, IG (R&CA), BPR&D
Shri Pawan Srivastava, IPS, Director, CAPT, Bhopal
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Shri Tajendra Singh Luthra, IPS, IG (R&CA), BPR&D
The valedictory session commenced with Conference summary by Shri Tajendra
Singh Luthra. He welcomed Shri S.N. Mishra, Principal Secretary, Home &
Jail, Government of Madhya Pradesh and specially thanked Shri Sanjay
Chaudhary, D.G. Prisons & Correctional Services Madhya Pradesh for
organizing the Conference. Two day National Conference on “Uniformed
Women in Prison Administration” had been organized by BPR&D and prison
department of Madhya Pradesh to provide a common platform to women prison
officers and other stakeholders in prison administration, to deliberate on various
issues to generate and disseminate innovative ideas and information on gender
perspective in prison administration.
This Conference might develop new horizons for gender equality and parity
and would regulate the new challenges faced by women in prison adminidtration
in different parts of the country. In this Conference, Correctional Officers had
deliberated upon and discussed various issues concerning uniformed women in
prison administration. Chief Guest Shri Nityanand Rai, Minister of State for
Home, Government of India inaugurated the Conference on 19thDecember,
2019. The two day Conference had six sessions and each session dealt with a
different issue of women officials in prison administration.
Session wise Resolutions of the Conference, agreed by BPR&D were:
Session: 01
1. Two day special leave every month for women prison officials
2. Special quota in Kendriya Vidyalaya, Police and Public schools for
admission of children of prison officials
Session: 02
1. Change of uniform pattern for unformed women prison officers
2. Improving basic facilities at workplace like toilets, rest room, crèche etc.
Session: 03
1. Lack of pay parity in correctional administration should be removed. It
should be uniform throughout the country.
2. Promotional avenues should be created in the cadre for women prison staff.
The delay in the promotional avenues for correctional staff would be taken
up by BPR&D with the concerned ministry.
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Session: 04
1. JYOTI award should be gives to women officers doing outstanding work.
2. Reservation for women in the prison services in all states.
Session: 05
1. Open fitness centre in all district and central jails.
2. Introduce positive intervention to reduce stress and create happiness and
well being.
Session: 06
1. More such best practices should be executed and presented in the next
conference.
The Conference included women prison officers experts on prison and
correctional department, N.G.Os and had delegates from States & UTs. He
thanked all for participation and expressed confidence that knowledge gained and
information shared during the conference would benefit all and improve our
approach towards prison reforms. The deliberation and discussions of the
Conference would help all to evolve possible roadmap for improving the working
conditions for uniformed women in prison administration.
Shri S.N. Mishra, Principal
Secretary,
Home
&
Jail,
Government of Madhya Pradesh
said that integration of women in
uniformed jobs was more important
and challenging than proposing 33%
reservation in jobs for them. Madhya
Pradesh and other states were taking
various initiatives/ steps for women
officials to provide them gender
neutral workplace, training to
develop confidence and to let them
feel safe while working in prison
department. He discussed challenges
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faced by women officials such as duty in shifts and to maintain balance between
family and work. He praised Madhya Pradesh Prison Department and BPR&D
for organizing such a Conference and promised to implement all the
recommendations of the Conference in time bound manner.
Ms Aslam Khan, IPS, SP (R&
CA), BPR&D expressed sincere
thanks to everyone for participating
in the Conference on Uniformed
Women in Prison Administration.
She said that issues related to
uniformed women in prison
department were not a priority and
bare minimum discussions were
held on this, prior to 2017
Conference. She thanked Mrs.
Meeran C Borwankar, former DG,
BPR&D who took initiative to
organize such a conference for
women officials.
Conference comprised 06 sessions, which were on themes related to uniformed
women officials and 02 success stories that would carry forward as best practices
for future conferences. Ten resolutions/ recommendations had been adopted by
the Conference and would be taken by BPR&D to all related platforms/ offices.
Lastly, she thanked Shri Tajendra Singh Luthra for proper guidance and all her
team members for the support.
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